DANCE MASTER

ROBERTS DANCE ON ETER WAVE

Daniel J. Roberts, '38 originator of the "Evolutionary Dance Rustique" has been requested to appear on the stage of the Made Your Blows Ketchup Amateur broadcast. A scout for the amateur program, it was finally revealed, witnessed "Danny's" original dance at the Freshman-Sophomore dance. The dance on his appearance on the air happens to be on Easter and a delegation comprising friends of the dancer will present him with a basket of choice Easter eggs venerable in age.

CONATY, BEDRICK
WIN ON TARBUCKET

Blotch Conaty and Whatamata Bedrick erstwhile Senior tipsters, deponents and proprietors of that special racing edition, The Railroad Trackman, "bet on the nose" the other day and won. Tarbucket was the winner and paid 69 cents to win. Being a favorite, the betting on this horse was heavy, thus the low price.

SULLIVAN PAYS FOR FIRST JIG TICKET

William J. "One-Eye" Sullivan, erstwhile playboy of the Senior class, astounded all and every one of the dance committee of the forthcoming Senior Festival by actually purchasing a ticket. The committee was as astounded as his girl friend who reported to all reports has tired of climbing through windows.

BROWN STAFF TO RUN COWL

Brown Editors have consented to manage the P. C. 12 program, the men being unable to run their own paper.

DYER BUYS

Joe Dyer astonished his colleagues the other day by actually purchasing his own cigarettes. He is turning over a new leaf.

BARTER DRAWS GREAT CROWDS

Fully five hundred persons jammed the Auditorium Sunday night to see Barter. All paid admission.

SENIORS PAY OFF CLASS WAR DEBT

Last week, the Seniors got tired of seeing warnings about paying our class dues. So, we decided to strike. The result of the bloody encounter, was that one wednesday afternoon all paid their dues. Some went as far as to pay them twice. Consequently an armored car was needed to carry away the loot. They are now planning a banquet in honor of their treasurer, Mr. B. J. McMullen.

COACH EGAN SAYS FRIARS WILL BE "NOTHING AS TEAM"

Insists It Will Lose Every Game, and Makes Plans to Effect it

Interviewed by our COWL reporter the other day, Coach Egan in an exclusive interview candidly confessed that the "Friers haven't got a chance." They are poorly coached, managed, massaged, massaged, and it is impossible to expect even a victory over the Pennsylvania Squash Team.

He is working hard to bring about a change even as yesterday so that his Fifty Year plan can be proven effective.

MCDONNELL K. O.'S CLAYTON MEMPHIS

Henry J. (Wildcat) McDonnell 87-pound Onevelly battle scarred for the past two years. As a matter of fact it was to receive an order of Service over Clayton Memphis in the main bout of the Tercentenary Boxing Exhibition at the R. I. War Memorial. It is expected that the gate will have been erected by graduation. The dedication at the request of the class will be featured by a free swing for the fresh and conditional students. Others desiring a ride may purchase their tickets in advance at the office of the Registrar for a nickel.

"FRIAR BOY" HAS PUPS

"Frier Boy" became the proud father of a litter of cute pups yesterday. Dr. Brother's pedigree hound has been keeping company with him for some time.

ROSSI-MESSSED NUTTADS

Irv Rossi and Mac Messed were married this morning in the Mormon Temple. Good luck, Irv—what nerve!

STAINS BURN

Field were destroyed last night Field were destroyed last night at a brilliant ceremony in Cran- tucket last night.

DUCKING HALL HOLDS POP-OFF

Dazzling Hall Hall P. G.'s, (pure gooses) held their annual prom at the Club Dagbad Tuesday evening and Wednesday morning. An informal dinner-dance at the Hall preceded the real McCoy. The receiving line was headed by that devilishly dapper, dashing, red flame, Lucky Notoriety, M. A. (Master of Amusement), and his equally pretty and pert partner, Annie Curio. Great credit is due to the Committee, under the Chairmanship of O. O. McNeigh, B.A. (Bols on Articulation) for their snappy floor show and bubbly liquid full of fun. Guests included Cave Darcy, soft drink magnate, and Rally Bland, fantastic dancer.

Hughes Leader Of Rag-Ad Menagerie

John Mahoney, assistant to Brenda McCullom in charge of advertising sales, announced that Charles Hughes led all solicitors in the sales for February. Hughes personally secured $13,282.90 of the $43,986.17 raised for the moment.

COHEN GETS SLOGAN CASH

Moe Cohen won the Cowl Slogan Prize of $5. Having submitted the best motto: "For your best money's worth, and a howl, Read the Cowl."